In the PSR's short-bunch operating mode, accumulated beam currents are intense and change rapidly. The resonant frequency of the 503.125-MHz buncher used in this mode must be rapidly adjusted through a 100-kHz range to maintain the correct 900 phase relation between cavity voltage and beam current. Modulation rates are up to 3 kHz/iis. Each structure consists of two side-coupled buncher cavities, resonantly coupled to a ferrite-loaded tuner cavity. The needed frequency change Af in the buncher cells is produced by a 50 x Af change in the tuner, accomplished by varying a magnetic field applied to the ferrite perpendicular to the rf magnetic field. Fast modulation of this bias is provided by a low-inductance ferritecore magnet excited by a special function generator. The resonantly coupled multicavity structure configuration allows buncher and tuner cells to be independently optimized for their specific functions. This paper describes the buncher design, ferrite selection, and test results from a prototype ferriteloaded tuner cavity. The tests have demonstrated the tuning scheme's feasibility, showing that the necessary 5-MHz range can be attained with only 12% of the tuner cell filled with ferrite, and that losses in the ferrite are small throughout this frequency interval.
Introduction
The PSR is a high-current accumulator ring' designed (in one of its two operating modes) to convert long (110-ps) proton pulses from the 800-MeV LAMPF linear accelerator into ultra-short (l-ns) highintensity bunches that are ideally suited to driving a pulsed neutron source for nuclear physics experiments. The ring accumulation and extraction cycle is repeated at 120 Hz, the linac macropulse rate. In each cycle, six 1-ns bunches are simultaneously accumulated during the first 110 lis; these are then extracted singly at 1.4-ms intervals until the ring is empty. The short bunch-length is preserved by a system of eight cylindrical rf cavities operating in the TM010 mode at 503.125 MHz. This is the 180th harmonic of the ring circulation frequency, 2.795 MHz.
The 503.125-MHz component of the stored beamcurrent frequency spectrum drives the cavities resonantly, inducing an rf voltage in phase with the beam current; at completion of injection, this is much larger than the applied generator voltage. The vector sum of the beam-induced voltage and the generator voltage (the cavity voltage) must be manipulated so that it always lags the beam current by 900, maintaining bunching action without beam-energy gain or loss. This can be achieved if the buncher-cavity resonant frequency is increased, relative to the generator frequency, by an amount proportional to the circulating beam current. In these circumstances no variation in the generator phase or amplitude is required, and the generator remains matched to the cavity-beam system. 2 Because the beam current varies from zero to maximum in 110 ps during injection, with similarly rapid changes occuring during extraction, the buncher frequency must be variable at rates up to 3 kHz/ps. Because the buncher cavity Q is high the maximum frequency shift is small. Coupled with the need for low *Work supported by the US Department of Energy. rf losses, these considerations produced a unique rapidly tunable buncher-structure design that uses the properties of high-frequency ferrite biased perpendicular to the rf magnetic fields.
Ferrite Tuning Scheme with Perpendicular Bias As conventionally used in accelerator rf cavities, ferrite is magnetically biased parallel to the rf magnetic field and is not saturated. Typically it has a relatively high permeability and saturation magnetization, and its useful frequency range is below 100 MHz. The permeability is adjusted by the bias to vary the resonator frequency. The ferrite fills a large fraction of the cavity, both to obtain a large frequency variation and to reduce the resonator size. Because the material is unsaturated, the rf fields trace out sizable hysteresis loops and losses are large. Most of the rf power ends up in the ferrite.
In the present tuning scheme the rf frequency is much higher, but the required variation is very small. It is therefore possible to use an entirely different approach. A small fraction of the resonator is filled with high-frequency ferrite biased well above saturation in a direction perpendicular to the rf magnetic fields, and use is made of the material's magnetic resonance properties exhibited in this field configuration.3 These produce large enough permeability changes to obtain the desired tuning, with the concurrent advantage of very low rf losses.
Resonantly Coupled Ferrite-Tuned Buncher Structure
The 503.125-MHz buncher system is composed of four identical structures, located in pairs on diametrically opposite sides of the PSR. Each pair is fed through a 900 hybrid by a 55-kW commercially supplied UHF television transmitter. Each structure consists of two bunching cells, side-coupled in the in2 mode, with a ferrite-loaded tuner cavity resonantly coupled to one of them. A typical unit is shown in Fig. 1 . The latter coupling is chosen so that the tuner contains only about 2% of the rf energy stored in the buncher cells. To obtain the lO0-kHz frequency swing needed in the buncher cavities, it is necessary to adjust the tuner-cell frequency by 5 The clean separation of tuning and bunching functions in this multicavity structure provides several advantages. The buncher cavities can be optimized for interaction with the beam, the ferrite can be placed in a region of low rf-power density where cooling is straightforward, and the geometry of the tuner cell can be chosen for convenient application of the magnetic bias. Resonant coupling permits precise control of the rf amplitude ratio between buncher and tuner cells and reduces detuning-related amplitude variation in the cavities to a second-order effect.
Cavity Design
Both the buncher and tuning cavities were designed using the computer program SUPERFISH. The buncher-cell geometry is similar to that of the cavities used in the LAMPF 805-MHz linac, except for the very large beam aperture. Design parameters are given in Table I . Bracketed numbers refer to a single cell; unbracketed numbers refer to the whole buncher system.
TABLE I
BUNCHER SYSTEM AND TUNING PARAMETERS permittivity >1. The cavity cross section is uniform along its length, so the resonant frequency can be calculated from the cutoff-mode frequencies produced by the computation. Tuner parameters are listed in Table II . As before, bracketed and unbracketed quantities refer respectively to individual cells and the entire system. An rf window is located between the tuner cell and the adjoining buncher cell. This allows vacuum to be maintained in the buncher while forced-air cooling is applied directly to the ferrite slabs. At design power levels, rf losses in the ferrite are not expected to exceed 500 mW/cm3. Design of the tuner cell is complicated by the need for fast modulation of the magnetic bias field. The core of the bias magnet itself is constructed of high-permeability ferrite (Stackpole Ceramag 24B). It has a low-inductance winding (60 1H) so that it can be modulated at the required rate by a low-voltage solid-state driver. The cavity wall enclosing the tuner ferrite slabs must be thin and constructed of high-resistivity material, except for an interior copper plating, to permit the rapidly changing bias field to penetrate the ferrite without attenuation from eddy currents. The 
